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1 IntroductionIt is well known that the evaluation problem for Boolean formulas, that means to determinewether a formula Q1z1 : : :Qnzn(�1 ^ : : : ^ �n) is true, where Q is either 9 or 8 and �i is apropositional clause, is PSPACE-complete [StM 73]. There are also subclasses decidable inpolynominal time. In [APT 78] a linear time algorithm for quanti�ed Boolean formulas withclauses of at most 2 variables only is given. In [KKBS 87] a cubic time algorithm for quanti�edHorn formulas was given. This result was improved in [KaKB 90]. It was shown that theevaluation problem for quanti�ed Horn formulas can be decided in O(rn) time, where n is thelength of the formula and r is the number of universal variables occuring positive in the formula.In the same paper a complete and sound resolution operation for quanti�ed Boolean formulas,called Q-Resolution, was introduced. A Q-Resolution is an ordinary resolution, where onlyexistential variables can be matched and additionally, each universal variable of a clause, forwhich no existential variable exists in that clause occuring after the universal variable in thepre�x, is omitted.A natural extension of quanti�ed Horn formulas, where universal literals of a clause can bearbitrary, but the existential literals are in Horn form, was introduced.For this subclass, called extended quanti�ed Horn formulas, it was shown by means of Q-Resolution, that the evaluation problem for such formulas with pre�x 8 : : :8 : : :9 : : :9 is coNP-complete. In this paper our interest is the complexity of extended quanti�ed Horn formulas andextended quanti�ed 2-CNF formulas, that are formulas with at most two existential variablesand an arbitrary number of universal variables in each clause.It is shown that for any �xed number of occurences of the pattern 8 : : :8 : : :9 : : :9 : : : in thepre�x the evalution problem for extended quanti�ed Horn formulas remains coNP-complete.A similar result is shown for extended quanti�ed 2-CNF formulas.As mentioned above the evaluation problem for quanti�ed Boolean formulas is PSPACE-complete. In the last part of this paper it is shown, that this is true, even if at most oneuniversal variable in each clause exists. So there is no improvement of the complexity possibleby similar restrictions of the universal variables of a formula.2 PreliminariesIn what follows quanti�ed Boolean formulas are of the form� = 8x19y1 : : :8xk9yk(�1 ^ : : :^ �m); wherexi = xni�1+1 : : :xni and n0 = 1;yi = ymi�1+1 : : :ymi andm0 = 1:Further we assume that the variables in a clauses are given in a �xed order. We say a literal L1is before a literal L2, if the variable of L1 occurs in the order of the pre�x before the variableof L2. We write clauses in the form (L1 _ : : :_Lt), where Li�1 is before Li. An X-literal resp.Y-literal is a literal of the form xe or �xe resp. ye or �ye. A pure X-clause is a non-tautologicalclause consisting of X-literals only. In particular the empty clause is a pure X-clause.Finally a formula does not contain tautological clauses and each variable of the pre�x occursin some clause. 2



De�nition (1) A formula � = 8x19y1 : : :8xk9yk(�1^: : :^�r) is an extended quanti�ed HornFormula resp. 2-CNF formula, if for each �i the Y-part is a Horn-clause resp. 2-CNF-clause,i.e. the clause �i omitting all X-literals is a Horn-clause resp. 2-CNF-clause.In the following a pre�x 8 : : :89 : : :9 is denoted as �1 and �k+1 is de�ned as 8 : : :89 : : :9�kDe�nition (2) For each k� 1 the class of extended quanti�ed Horn resp. 2-CNF formulaswith pre�x in �k is denoted as �k(extended Horn) resp. �k(extended 2-CNF).Now we introduce our generalized resolution operation, called Q-resolution:De�nition (3)a: Let � be a non-tautological X-clause, then we replace � by the empty clause. In each othernon-tautological clause we delete all X-literals, that are not before any Y-literal.b: Let �1 be a clause with Y-literal yl and �2 be a clause with Y-literal yl, then the resolvent� of �1 and �2 is obtained as follows:1. Remove all occurences of yl and yl in �1 _ �2.2. Remove all occurences of X-literals, that are not before any Y-literal occuring in thedisjunction.3. If the resulting clause contains complementary literals, then no resolvent exists. Other-wise the resulting clause is the resolvent.Comparing ordinary resolution with Q-resolution, we see that only literals bounded by ex-istential quanti�ers can be matched and universal variables not before an Y-literal will beeliminated.Example:8x1x29y1y28x3((x1 _ x2 _ y1 _ y2 _ x3) ^ (x1 _ y1) ^ (x2 _ y2) ^ (x1 _ y2))The following Q-resolution steps can be performed:(x1 _ x2 _ y1 _ y2 _ x3); (x2 _ y2) j Q�Res (x1 _ x2 _ y1)(x1 _ y2); (x2 _ y2) j Q�Res twhere j Q�Res denotes the application of Q-resolution steps.It is well known that resolution is complete and sound for propositional formulas in CNF, i.e.a formula 9y1 : : :yn(�1 ^ : : : ^ �r) is false i� the empty clause can be derived by resolutionapplied to �1 ^ :::^ �r.A similar result for Q-resolution and quanti�ed Boolean formulas is shown in [KaKB 90]:Theorem 2.1 A quanti�ed Boolean formula � is false i� � j Q�Res tAnalogously to the case of unit-resolution for ordinary resolution we can de�ne a Q-unit reso-lution. A clause � is called a Y-unit clause if � contains exactly one Y-literal and arbitrarilymany X-literals. A positive Y-unit clause is a unit clause with a positive Y-literal.3



De�nition (4) The Q-unit-resolution (Q-U-Res) is a Q-resolution, where one of the clausesis a positive Y-unit clause.The Q-unit-resolution is useful not only for quanti�ed Horn formulas, but for extended quan-ti�ed Horn formulas too (see again [KaKB 90]):Theorem 2.2 An extended quanti�ed Horn formula � is false i� � j Q�U�Res t.3 The Evalution Problem for extended FormulasTheorem 3.1 The evaluation problem for �1(extended Horn) and �1(extended 2-CNF) iscoNP-complete.Proof: That the falsity of an extended quanti�ed Horn formula and an extended quanti�ed2-CNF formula with pre�x 8 9 can be decided nondeterministically in polynominal time isobvious. Thus the evaluation problem belongs to coNP.Now we associate to each formula � = �1 ^ : : : ^ �n in 3-CNF with variables x1; : : : ; xm aquanti�ed Boolean formula, which is in �1(extended Horn) and in �1(extended 2-CNF), suchthat the propositional formula � is satis�able i� the extended quanti�ed Boolean formula isfalse.Let y0; : : : ; yn be new variables, then we associate to each clause �i = (Li1 _ Li2 _ Li3) threeclauses �i1 = (Li1 _ yi�1 _ yi) ; �i2 = (Li2 _ yi�1 _ yi) and�i3 = (Li3 _ yi�1 _ yi):Then we de�ne �(�) := 8x1 : : :xm9y0 : : :yn (y0 ^ yn ^ �11 ^ �12 ^ : : : ^ �n3): If �(�) is falsethen it yields �(�) j Q�Res t. Since for each i(1 � i � n) one of the clauses �i1 or �i2 or�i3 must be matched, there is some Liji in �i, such that fL1j1 ; : : : ; Lnjng does not containcomplementary literals. Then, we can de�ne a satisfying truth assignment J for � choosingJ (Liji ) = 1.In the converse direction let � be satis�able. Then there is some truth assignment J , suchthat J (�) = 1. Hence, for each i there is some literal Liji with J (Liji ) = 1. Now we canapply the Q-resolution to �(�) obtaining the empty clause as follows:(y0); (L1j1 _ y0 _ y1) j Q�Res (L1j1 _ y1); (L2j2 _ y1 _ y2) j Q�Res (L1j1 _ L2j2 _ y2); (L3j3 _y2 _ y3) j Q�Res : : : j Q�Res (L1j1 _ : : :_ Lnjn _ yn) ; yn j Q�Res t.Since the satis�ability problem for 3-CNF is NP-complete and the transformation can beperformed in polynominal time, we have proved our desired result.q.e.d.For technical reasons we need the following de�nition:A quanti�ed Boolean formula � = 8x19y1 : : :8xk9yk(�1 ^ : : : ^ �m) is called reduced, if eachvariable in the pre�x occurs in �1 ^ : : : ^ �m as literal and for each i the quanti�ed Booleanformula �� f�ig is true.In the case of the falsity of � reduced means, that removing one clause we obtain a formula,which is true. 4



For each quanti�ed Boolean formula � = 8x19y1 : : :8xk9yk(�1 ^ : : : ^ �m) a reduced formula�r can be obtained by removing nondeterministically some clauses and removing all variablesin the pre�x that do not occur in the remaining clauses.It is easy to see that if � is false there is a selection of clauses so that �r is false and reducedand that if � is true, �r remains true.Theorem 3.2 For each �xed k�1 and � in �k(extended Horn): � is false i� � j Q�U�Res tin at most nk (nondeterministic) Q-unit-resolution steps, where length(�) = n.Proof: We know that for a formula �, which is false, there is a derivation to the empty clauseby means of Q-unit-resolution.We will prove by induction on k that the number of Q-unit-resolution steps can be restrictedto nk .For k = 1 the formula � has the form 8x19y1(�1 ^ : : : ^ �m). Obviously at most length(�) resolution steps are su�cient, because for a propositional Horn formula � length(�) unit-resolution steps lead to the empty clause.Now let be k>1. We assume � = 8x19y1 : : : 8xk9yk(�1 ^ : : : ^ �m) is false and reduced. Fora clause � and a set S of variables �(S) is the clause � omitting all variables not in S.Since � is false and reduced the set of clauses �(x1) = f�1(x1); : : : �m(x1)g does not containcomplementary literals, i.e. for each literal L in �i(x1) the complement �L does not occur in�(x1). Otherwise the empty clause could not be derived by Q-unit-resolution.Then we can remove the x1-variables in � without e�ect to the truth of � obtaining the formula�0 = 9y18x29y2; : : : 8xk9yk(�01 ^ : : :^ �0m)We de�ne Part(y1) := f�0ij1 � i � m and�0i(y1) is not emptygRest (y1) := f�01; : : : ; �0mg � Part(y1):Since �0 is reduced for each � 2 Part(y1) the subclause �(y1) can be derived applying theQ-unit-resolution with Rest(y1) [ �.Thus, Rest(y1) [ f�(x2; y2; : : : ; yk)g j Q�U�Res t and the pre�x is in �k�1. Applying theinduction hypothesis we know that �(y1) can be derived in length (Rest(y1)[ f�g)k�1 Q-unit-resolution steps.Altogether we obtain X�2 Part(y1) length ((Rest(y1) [ �)k�1Q-unit-resolution steps to generate �0(y1) and then length (�0(y1)) resolution steps to derivethe empty clause. Since Part(y1) must contain at least two clauses, otherwise �0 is not reducedand false, we obtain our desired upper bound length (�0)k.q.e.d.Theorem 3.3 For each �xed k � 1 the evalution problem for �k(extended Horn) is coNP-complete. 5



Proof: The evalution problem for �k(extended Horn) belongs to coNP, because the falsitycan be decided nondeterministically by choosing at most length (�)k Q-unit-resolution steps(see theorem 3.2).Since �1(extended Horn) is coNP-complete we have proved our desired result.q.e.d.This result can not be improved by means of Q-Resolution only. The following lower boundfor extended quanti�ed Horn formulas is shown in [KaKB 90]:Theorem 3.4 There exist quanti�ed extended Horn formulas �t(t � 1) of length 18t + 1,which are false and a refutation to the empty clause requires at least 2t Q-resolution steps.The following de�nition is needed in the proof of the next theorem: A renaming is the replacingof all occurences of some literals by their complements. A renaming f is a one-to-one mappingLit(�)! Lit(�), such that for each L 2 Lit(�) : f(L) 2 fL;:Lg and f(L) = :f(:L):Lemma 3.5 : For each satis�able formula � in 2-CNF a renaming f can be found inO(length(�)) such that f(�) is a Horn formula.Proof: Since � is satis�able and in 2-CNF a satisfying truth assignment J for � can be foundin O(length(�)) [APT 78].Now the renaming is de�ned asf(A) = ( �A if J (A) = 1A if J (A) = 0 for each variable A of �:For at least one literal Li in each clause J (Li) = 1, so we can analyse the following cases withthe 5 possible structures of 2-CNF clauses1) f(B _ C) = ( �B _ f(C)) or f(B _ C) = ( �C _ f(B))2) f( �B _ �C) = ( �B _ f( �C)) or f( �B _ �C) = ( �C _ f( �B))3) f(B _ �C) = ( �B _ f( �C)) or f(B _ �C) = ( �C _ f(B))4) f(B) = ( �B)5) f( �B) = ( �B)In each case the result is a Horn-formula.q.e.d.Theorem 3.6 For each �xed k� 1 the evalution problem for �k(extended 2-CNF) is coNP-complete.Proof: �1(extended 2-CNF) is known to be coNP-complete, because of theorem 3.1.6



Now we will show by induction on k that the complement of the evalution problem for�k(extended 2-CNF) lies in NP.Let be given k > 1. By induction hypothesis there is a nondeterministic algorithm NAk�1deciding whether an arbitrary formula �k�1 in �k�1(extended 2-CNF) is false.We generate for each formula �k in �k(extended 2-CNF) nondeterministically in O(length(�k))time two formulas �k�1;1;�k�1;2, such that �k�1;1;�k�1;2 2 �k�1(extended 2-CNF), so thatboth formulas are false if �k is false and length (�k�1;i) < length (�k) for i = 1; 2.Let be given �k = 8x19y1 : : :8xk9yk(�1 ^ : : :^ �m)Remember that �(S) with a set S of variables is the clause � omitting all variables not in Sand �(S) = f�(S)j� 2 �g:Step 1: [Building a reduced formula]If �k is false we nondeterministically obtain a reduced and false formula �0k. If �k is truethe generated formula remains true. In the following whenever we observe that the resultingformula is true or not reduced we halt and nothing is known.If a formula �0k is reduced and false then each clause is necessary to derive the empty clause.Then �0k(x1) does not contain complementary literals.Step 2: [Deletion of x1, renaming of y1]If �0k(x1) contains no complementary literals, then remove all x1-variables in �0k obtaining aformula �00k = 9y18x2 : : :8xk9yk(�1 ^ : : :^ �r):In case of complementary literals in �0k(x1) �0k is not reduced or true, so we halt.Let be �00k(y1)i the set of clauses in �00k(y1) with exactly i literals.For a non-empty set �00k(y1)2 the formula � is false, if �00k(y1)2 is not satis�able. In case ofsatis�ability there is some renaming, i.e. literals L may be replaced by L simultanously, suchthat the resulting formula �00k;H(y1) is a Horn formula. Since �00k(y1)2 contains 2-clauses onlya renaming can be found in O(length(�00k(y1)2)) time (see Lemma 3.5).Now in �00k we replace �00k(y1) by the obtained Horn formula �00k;H(y1). The resulting formulais denoted as �000k .Step 3: [Simpli�cation of �000k (y1)]If �000k (y1)2 is empty then only 1-clauses occur in �000k (y1) and �000k (y1)1 must contain comple-mentary literals, otherwise we halt, because �000k is not reduced or true.If �000k (y1)2 is not empty and assumed to be satis�able we can simplify �000k (y1) as follows:All X-variables in the clauses of �000k (y1)2 are not before any Y-variable.Each clause in �000k (y1)2 is an implication of the form (yi1  yi2) or a negated clause of theform (�yi1 _ �yi2) for some yi1 ; yi2�y1. Each clause �s in �000k with exactly one literal (�)y i2 y1can be seen as a sort of unit-clause of the form ((�)y i _�s(x2 : : :yk)): A resolution of such aclause ((�)y i _�s(x2 : : :yk)) with a clause in �000k (y1)2 results in a clause ((�)y j _�s(x2 : : : yk)) withyj 2 y1: For all clauses �s = ((�)y i _�s(x2 : : :yk)) 2 �000k with exactly one y-variable yi 2 y1 all7



resulting clauses ((�)y j _�s(x2 : : : yk)) from resolution with clauses in �000k (y1)2 can be producedin linear time by means of unit resolution. If we add these clauses to �000k , we can choosenondeterministically two clauses �s = (yi _ �s(x2 : : : yk)) and �t = (�yi _ �t(x2 : : :yk)) withyi 2 y1: All other clauses containing variables from y1 will be removed.If �000k is false than there is some selection such that the resulting formula �0vk is false and if �000kis true �0vk remains true.The obtained formula �0vk has the form9y18x2 : : :8xk9yk((y1 _ �1(x2 : : :yk))^ (�y1 _ �2(x2 : : : yk))^ �3 ^ : : :^ �t),where �3; : : : ; �t does not contain the variable y1.We can divide the formula �0vk into two formulas �0k�1;1 and �0k�1;2 with free variables asfollows:�0k�1;i = 8x2 : : :9yk : ((y�i1 _ �i(x2 : : : yk))^ �3 ^ : : :^ �t);where y�11 = y1 and y�21 = �y1:If �0vk is false and reduced then �0k�1;1 resp. �0k�1;2 must imply y1 resp. �y1. Then it remainsto decide whether �k�1;i = 8x2 : : :9yk(�i(x2 : : : yk) ^ �3 ^ : : :^ �t)are false.Now we can apply our nondeterministic algorithm NAk�1 with �k�1;i(i = 1; 2).Adding the above steps to NAk�1 we obtain a nondeterministic algorithm NAk , which decidesin polynominal time, whether a formula �k in �k(extended 2-CNF) is false.q.e.d.Instead of restricting the existential part of the formulas to Horn-clauses resp. 2-clauses, onemay also consider restrictions of the universal variables of the clauses. The following theoremshows, that from such a restriction, no gain in complexity will result.Theorem 3.7 The evalution problem for quanti�ed Boolean formulas, for which each clausecontains at most one universal variable is PSPACE-complete.Proof: Let be given any quanti�ed Boolean formula � = 8x19y1 : : :8xk9yk(�1 ^ : : : ^ �m),where xi = xni�1+1 : : :xni ; 1 � i � k and n0 = 1.Now we introduce new existential variables z1; : : : ; znk and de�ne�� = 8x19z18x29z2 : : :8xn19zn19y1 : : : : : :8xnk�1+19znk�1+1 : : :8xnk9znk9yk : 0@ ^1�i�nk((xi _ �zi) ^ (�xi _ zi)1A^ ^1�j�n �j [x1=z1; : : : ; xnk=znk ]);where �j [x1=z1; : : : ; xnk=znk ] is the clause obtained by replacing in �j each occurence ofxi resp. �xi by the variable zi resp.�zi. 8



As easily can be seen � is true i� �� is true.�� contains clauses with at most one universal variable only. Thus we have proved our desiredresult, because the evalution problem for quanti�ed Boolean formulas is PSPACE-completeand our transformation can be performed in polynominal time.q.e.d.4 ConclusionWe have shown that the evalution problem for the subclasses�k(extended Horn) and �k(extended 2-CNF) of quanti�ed Boolean formulas for any �xedk�1 is coNP-complete. We hope these results will help to solve the complexity of the evalu-tion problem for extended quanti�ed Horn resp. 2-CNF formulas, that still remains open.References[APT 78] B. Aspvall, M. F. Plass and R.E. Tarjan: A Linear-Time Algorithm for Testing theTruth of Certain Quanti�ed Boolean Formulas, Information Processing Letters,Volume 8, number 3, 1978[DoGa 84] W. F. Dowling and J. H. Gallier: Linear-Time Algorithms For Testing The Satis-�ability Of Propositional Horn Formulae, J. of Logic Programming, 1984[GJ 79] M. R. Garey and D. S: Johnson: Computers and Intractability, A Guide to theTheory of NP-Completeness, W. H. Freemann and Co., San Fransicao, 1979[Ha 85] A. Haken: The intractability of resolution, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 39, 1985, 297{308[KaKB 90] M.Karpinski, H.Kleine B�uning: Resolution for Quanti�ed Boolean Formulas, sub-mitted for publication[KKBS 87] M. Karpinski, H. Kleine B�uning and P.H. Schmitt: On the computational complex-ity of quanti�ed Horn clauses, Lecture Notes in Computer Science 329, Springer-Verlag, 1987[StM 73] L. J. Stockmeyer and A. R. Meyer: Word problems requiring exponential time,Proc. 5th Ann. ACM Symp. Theory Computer, 1973
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